Hellenic Cadastre has made the following announcement:

The Cadastre Survey enters its final stage:

The collection of cadastral survey declarations starts in other eight regional units of: Aitoloakarnania, Lakonia, Heraklion, Kastoria, Florina, Drama, Xanthi and Chalkidiki

The President of the Hellenic Cadastre, Professor Vyronas Nakos, made the following statement:

“We wish every Greek family a happy and creative year filled with health. This year the Hellenic Cadastre’s important development project is in its final stage of completion, aiming for citizens to reap the benefits of a modern and secure system of recording and publicizing their immovable property rights.

We call on citizens to participate in the process of collecting declarations, which is already taking place in 23 regional units of the country.

All the executives of the Hellenic Cadastre and the contractors, as well as myself personally, will be constantly at the service of the citizens, with the common aim and goal of completing one of the most important reforming projects of modern Greek history”

Anyone owing real property in the above areas is invited to submit declarations for their real property either at the Cadastral Survey Office in the region where their real property is located or online at the Cadastre website www.ktimatologio.gr

The deadline for the submission of declarations for the regional units of Aitoloakarnania and Lakonia, which begins on January 7 of 2019, is April 8 of 2019 for residents of Greece and July 8 of 2019 for expatriates and the Greek State.

The deadline for the submission of declarations for the regional units of Drama, Xanthi, Chalkidiki, Kastoria and Florina, which begins on January 14 of 2019, is April 15 of 2019 for residents of Greece and July 15 of 2019 for expatriates and the Greek State.

Finally, the deadline for the submission of declarations for the regional unit of Heraklion (Crete), which will begin in the second half of January 2019 (there will be a new announcement), is in three months for residents of Greece and in six months for expatriates and the Greek State.
Submission of declarations is mandatory. Failure to comply will incur the penalties laid down by law.

We urge the rightholders to submit their declaration before the expiration date for collection of declarations, otherwise it will be more expensive and will require more time to complete the process.

The areas (pre-Kapodistrias LRAs) where the declarations for real property are collected and the competent offices are shown in detail below:

**AREAS AND CADASTRAL SURVEY OFFICES FOR COLLECTION OF DECLARATIONS REGION OF PELOPONNESE**

1. **Regional Unit of Lakonia**
   **OPENING**: JANUARY 7, 2019
   **TERMINATION**: APRIL 8, 2019 FOR RESIDENTS OF GREECE AND JULY 8, 2019 FOR EXPATRIATES AND THE GREEK STATE

   In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:

   **A)** ELAFONISOS
   **B)** MONEMVASIA
   **C)** Of the Municipality of EASTERN MANI, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
   AGIOS VASILEIOS, AGIOS NIKOLAOS, AIGIA, ALIKA, ANO MPOULARIOI, AREOPOLI, VATHEIA, GEROLIMENAS, DIROS, DROSOPIGI, DRYMOS, EXO NYMFIO, KALYVIA, KARVELAS, KARYOUPOLI, KOITA, KOKKALA, KONAKIA, KOTRONAS, KOUNOS, KRINI, LAGIA, LGEREAES, MARATHEA, MELITINI, MYRSINI, NEOCHORI, OITYLO, PALAIOVIRISI, PETRINA, PLATANOS, PROSILIO, PYRRICHOS, SIDIROKASTRO, SKAMNAKI, SKOUTARI, TSIKALION, CHOSIARI
   **D)** Of the Municipality of EVROTAS, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
   AGIOS DIMITRIOS ZARAKOS, ALEPOCHORI, APIDEA, VASILAKI, GERAKI, GLYKOVIRISI, DAFNI, ELOS, KALLITHEA, KARITSI, KREMASTI, KROKEES, NIATA
   **E)** Of the Municipality of SPARTI, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
   AGIA EIRINI, AGIOS KONSTANTINOS, AGIOI ANARGYROI, AGORIANI, AGRIANOI, ALEVROU, AMYKLES, ANAVRYTI, ANOGEIA, ARNI, VAMVAKOU, VARVITSI, VASARAS, VASILIKI, VORDONIA, VOUTIANO, VREXHENA, GEORGTSETI, GORITSA, GORANOI, DAFNI, THEOLOGOS, KALONI, KALYVIA SOCHAS, KARYES, KASTOREIO, KEFALAS, KONIDITSI, LEVKOCHOMA, LOGASTRA, LOGKANIKO, XIROKAMPI, PALAIOPANAGIA, PELLANA, PERIVolia, PLATANAS, POLOVITSI, POTAMIA, SELLASIA, SKOURA, SOUSTIANOI, SPARTIA, TRAPEZANTI, TRYPI, CHRYSIFA

   **ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADASTRAL SURVEY OFFICE:**
   **Sparti**: 107 Othonos Amalias Str., P.C. 23100
   **Telephone no**: 27310 83185 Fax: 27310 29941
   **Opening hours**:
   Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
REGION OF WESTERN GREECE

1. Regional Unit of Aitolokarnania

OPENING: JANUARY 7, 2019
TERMINATION: APRIL 8, 2019 FOR RESIDENTS OF GREECE AND JULY 8, 2019 FOR EXPATRIATES AND THE GREEK STATE

In the Pre-kapodistrian Municipalities/Communities of:

AGIOS NIKOLAOS, AGIOS KONSTANTINOS, AGRINIO, DOKIMIO, THESTIEON (former Communities of KAINOURGIO, PROSILION), KAMAROUA, NEAPOLI, NEA AVORANI, PANAITOLIO, PARAVOLA

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADASTRAL SURVEY OFFICE:

Agrinio: Kallergi & Dimadi Str., P.C. 30131
Telephone no: 26410 25125, 26410 25725, 26410 00098 Fax: 26410 25005, 26410 25222
Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
and Wednesday from 8:30 AM to 8:30 PM

REGION OF EASTERN MACEDONIA AND THRACE

OPENING: JANUARY 14, 2019
TERMINATION: APRIL 15, 2019 FOR RESIDENTS OF GREECE AND JULY 15, 2019 FOR EXPATRIATES AND THE GREEK STATE

1. Regional Unit of Drama

In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:

A) KATO NEVROKOPI
B) PARANESTI
C) PROSOTSANI
D) Of the Municipality of DOXATO, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of: AGIA PARASKEVI, DOXATO, NEROFRAKTIS, FTELIA
E) Of the Municipality of DRAMA, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of: ARGYROUPOLI, KALLIFYTOS, KALOS AGROS, KOUDOUNIA, LIVADERO, MAKRYPLAGIO, MAVROVATOS, MIKROCHORI, MONASTIRAKI, MYLOPOTAMOS, XIROPOTAMOS, SIDIRONERO, SKALIOTI, CHORISTI

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADASTRAL SURVEY OFFICE:

Drama: 3 Kozanis Str., P.C. 66100
Telephone no: 801 4000 100 and 231 600 5400 Mail: kthm_Drama@geoanalysis.gr
Website: www.kthma.gr
Opening hours:
2. Regional Unit of Xanthi
In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:
A) MYKI
B) Of the Municipality of AVDIRA, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AVDIRA, KOUTSOS, MANDRA, MYRODATO, NEA KESSANI, POLYSITOS, SELERO, SELINO, SOUNIO
C) Of the Municipality of XANTHI, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
GERAKAS, DAFNONAS, KARYOFYTO, KOMNINA, NEOCHORI, PASCHALIA, STAVROUPOLI
D) Of the Municipality of TOPEIROS, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
GALANI, EXOCHI, OLVIO, TOXOTES

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:
Xanthi: 1st km Of Xanthi-Stavroupoli
(Old Hospital, behind the Municipal Water Supply and Sewerage Company of Xanthi), P.C. 67100.

Telephone no: 801 4000 100 and 231 600 5400  Mail: kthm_Xanthi@geoanalysis.gr
Website: www.kthma.gr

Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
and Wednesday from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM

REGION OF CENTRAL MACEDONIA

OPENING: JANUARY 14, 2019
TERMINATION: APRIL 15, 2019 FOR RESIDENTS OF GREECE AND
JULY 15, 2019 FOR EXPATRIATES AND THE GREEK STATE

1. Regional Unit of Chalkidiki
In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:
A) ARISTOTELIS
B) KASSANDRA
C) NEA PROPONTIDA
D) Of the Municipality of POLGYROS, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIOS PRODROMOS, VAVDOS, VRASTAMA, GALARINOS, GALATISTI,
GEROPLATANOS, DOUMPIA, KRIMNI, MARATHOUSSI, METAMORFOSI, OLYNTHOS,
ORMYLIA, PALAIOKASTRO, PALAIOCHORA, RIZES, SANA, TAXIARCHOS
E) Of the Municipality of SITHONIA, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIOS NIKOLAOS, METAGKITSI, NIKITI

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:
Polygyros: Makedonias & 22as Apriliou Str., P.C. 63100
Telephone no: 801 4000 100 and 231 600 5400 Mail: kthm_Chalkidiki@geoanalysis.gr
Website: www.kthma.gr
Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
and Wednesday from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM

REGION OF WESTERN MACEDONIA
OPENING: MONDAY, JANUARY 14, 2019
TERMINATION: APRIL 15, 2019 FOR RESIDENTS OF GREECE AND
JULY 15, 2019 FOR EXPATRIATES AND THE GREEK STATE

1. Regional Unit of Kastoria
In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:
A) NESTORIO
B) Of the Municipality of KASTORIA, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIA KYRIAKI, AGIOS ANTONIOS, AVGI, VSILEIADA, VITSI, GAVROS,
DENDROCHORI, IEROPIGI, KALOCHORI, KLEISOURA, KORISOS, KOROMILEA,
KRANIONAS, LITHIA, MAKROCHORI, MANIAKOI, MAVROKAMPOS, MELAS,
MELISSOTOPOS, OINOI, OMORFOKKLISIA, PENTAVRYSO, PTERIA, TSAKONI,
CHALARA, CHILIODENDRO
C) Of the Municipality of ORESTIDA, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIOS ILIAS, AMMOUDARA, ASPROKLLISIA, VGATSIKO, VRACHOS, GERMAS,
DIALEKTOS, KASTANOFYTO, KOSTARAZI, LAGKA, LAKKOMATA, MELANTHIO,
MILITSA, NOSTIMO, SPILAION, SPILIO

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:
Kastoria: 14 Kyknon Avenue, P.C. 52100
Telephone no: 801 4000 100 and 231 600 5400 Mail: kthm_Kastoria@geoanalysis.gr
Website: www.kthma.gr
Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
and Wednesday from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM

2. Regional Unit of Florina
In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:
A) Of the Municipality of AMYNTAIO, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIOS PANTELEIMONAS, AGRAPIDIES, AETOS, ANARGYROI, ANTIGONEIA, ASPROGEIA, VARIKO, VEGORA, KELLI, KLEIDI, LECHOVO, LIMNOCHORI, MANIAKI, NYMFAIO, XINO NERO, PELARGOS, PETRES, RODONAS, SKLITHRO, FANOS, FARAGGI

B) Of the Municipality of PRESPES, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIOS GERMANOS, VATOCHORI, VRONTERO, KARYES, KRYSTALLOPIGI, KOTAS, MIKROLIMNI, PISODERI, PRASINO, PSARADES

C) Of the Municipality of FLORINA, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIA PARASKEVI, AGIOS VARTHOLOMAIOS, AKRITAS, ALONA, AMMOCHORI, ANO KALLINIKI, ANO KLEINES, ANO YDROUSSI, ARMECHOCHORI, ATRAPOS, ACHLADA, VEVI, DROSOSPIGI, ETHNIKO, ITEA, KATO KALLINIKI, KATO KLEINES, KLASORRACHI, KOLCHI, KORYFY, KRATERO, LEPTOKARYSES, LOFOI, MARIN, MELITI, MESOKAMPOS, MESSONISI, MESOCHORI, NEOS KAVKASOS, NEOCHORAKI, NIKI, PALAIATRA, PAPAGIANNIS, PAROREIO, PERASMA, POLYPLATANOS, POLYPOATAMOS, PROTI, SITARIA, SKOPIA, SKOPOS, TRIANTAFYLLEA, TRIVOUNO, TRIPOTAMOS, TROPAIOUCHOS, YDROUSSI, FLAMPOURO

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:
Florina: M. Alexandrou Sq., P.C. 53100
Telephone no: 801 4000 100 and 231 600 5400  Mail: kthm_Florina@geoanalysis.gr
Website: www.kthma.gr
Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
and Wednesday from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM

REGION OF CRETE
OPENING: WITHIN THE SECOND HALF OF JANUARY 2019
TERMINATION: AFTER THREE MONTHS FOR RESIDENTS OF GREECE AND
AFTER SIX MONTHS FOR EXPATRIATES AND THE GREEK STATE

1. Regional Unit of Heraklion
In the Kallikratis Municipalities of:

1) GORTYNA
2) FAISTOS
3) MINOA PEDIADAS
4) ARCHANON - ASTEROUSSION
5) VIANNOS

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:
Heraklion: 5 Parlama & Evarestou Str., P.C. 71410
General Information:
From Monday to Friday from 08:30 AM to 3:30 PM
call 210-6505600 or visit the website www.ktimatologio.gr